
New features and changes in v2.23b:
Last Updated 02/01/94

- More bug fixes, made some sections of the code faster
- Added checking for auxilary audio support and its location.  

New features and changes in v2.21B:
---------------------------------------------------------
Last Updated 08/12/93

- for those with Sound Blaster Pro™ or compatible cards there is now an audio volume control 
for the CD although only through the auxilary out jacks on your sound card.

- Interface has been re-designed since 2.0 and looks a lot better.

- Menu button has been replaced with a standard button control, and most of the options that 
used to be contained on a sepperate menu are now included as buttons.

- You now have an option if you do not want to catalog new discs (under MENU).

- Seek delay and CD-ROM priority for tuning system performance.

- Can now play discs with 30 or more tracks, although only the first 30 can still be cataloged.

Bug Fixes:

- Small error when control buttons are pressed when no disc is in drive have been eliminated.  

- Automatic closing then re-opening of CD Audio device to determine if CD-ROM drive is online 
has been added.

New features and changes in v2.0:
------------------------------------------------------
Last Updated 22/10/93

The "thermometer" bar which shows the position of the current track being played can now be 
"clicked" on with the mouse, allowing you to fast forward or rewind anywhere within a song with a 
single mouse click.

"Menu" button has been pruned and the more often used features have been  made into buttons.

Play and pause are now contained on the same button.

You can now auto-repeat entire discs without needing to add them to your database

Discs with more than 30 tracks may now be played (although  more than 30 tracks cannot be 
programmed or stored in a database).

We have received a letter about possible problems related to using this program on newer 
Panasonic drives and Sony drives.  Version 2.0 has been tested on Mitsumi, Panasonic, and 



Sony drives without any errors.  If you have problems then please contact us and we will try to fix 
the problem.  

An occasional error message that occurred while running minimized or when reaching the end of 
a disc has been eliminated.  

Printing a single label (i.e. selecting from 1 to 1) will no longer cause an error message.  The 
intermittent problem with errors when playing which would cause occasional errors.

Thank you for registering and we hope you enjoy this program.
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